Samsung Smart Education
An integrated educational offering that provides a new learning experience through
interactive digital technologies

BROCHURE

Enhance learning experience with a
smart, student-centric education
package.

Provide a total smart education offering to
boost student interest and improve learning

Educational Innovation Paradigm Shift

Traditional education methods were built around teacherdirected learning. Today, the paradigm is shifting from
teacher-centric to student-centric learning methods as
advances in digital technology open new avenues of
communication in education. Teacher-led classes and
book-oriented teaching are quickly transitioning to studentoriented smart education environments using today’s smart
devices and solutions, and electronic content such as
e-books.
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Student familiarity with electronic devices serves as the
catalyst for them to explore and discover in a creative
learning environment. Mobile devices and the World
Wide Web expand student learning beyond the traditional
classroom. Digital technology also extends educational
opportunities to students who would otherwise be isolated
from the world beyond their local communities.

Figure 1. Paradigm shift in education from teacher-centric to student-centric
learning methods

Promote an innovative learning experience
with Samsung Smart Education

To create accessible learning environments, educational
facilities are also increasing the use of digital devices
by providing online lectures for viewing on Smart PCs
and tablets. Schools are implementing this technology
to improve teaching and learning through technology
integration. However, institutions with limited budgets
face challenges implementing effective digital systems
and keeping IT infrastructures up-to-date and properly
managed.

Samsung Smart Education is a combination of Samsung’s
innovative devices, software solution and infrastructure
that provide a new learning experience. The devices
and solutions work systematically to connect teachers
and students to the teaching methods, interactivity and
resources that they need. Equipped with these resource and
technologies, teachers and students can create a studentcentric learning environment that takes advantage of the
latest digital technologies.

As demand for digital education tools increases, device
manufacturers and solution providers are realizing
significant growth in the academic field. As a result, they
are looking for ways to make these tools more accessible,
easier and affordable for educators to integrate. Innovative
schools are beginning to implement electronic classrooms,
teaching features and functions. As they use these new
educational tools, they are finding improved results in
learning retention and classroom management. With digital
teaching tools, students are more engaged in the learning
experience and are more excited about learning than with
traditional teacher-centric education methods.

With a wide scope of knowledge in the technical industry
and innovative products, Samsung provides learning
institutions the total smart education package. Samsung
Smart Education offers a wide range of smart education
tools designed to encourage students to learn by doing and
sharing information with other students.
From e-Boards and mobile devices to robust learning
content and management software, Samsung Smart
Education provides the essentials to create an interactive
learning environment. Smart Education goes beyond the
classroom walls with mobile devices to help students
continue the learning experience at home, in the dorm room
and elsewhere.
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Customize learning features from a
recognized technology leader committed
to educational excellence.

Implement an integrated and customizable
package with flexible options

Equip schools with reliable hardware,
software and support from a single source

Samsung Smart Education offers learning institutions a
customizable suite of education-oriented devices, accessories,
content, software and infrastructure for an inclusive digital
learning environment. With a choice of flexible options,
organizations can select the features that suit their needs.
Samsung can help virtually any size educational enterprise
more easily implement and manage information with its broad
portfolio of products and solutions.

Samsung offers a total package of tools for educational
institutions, eliminating the need to purchase devices and
solutions from different manufacturers. A total solution
obtained through a single manufacturer reduces the need for
additional resources to align different manufacturers’ devices
and solutions. The result is lower total cost of ownership (TCO).
Also, Samsung improves the reliability of its products with
ongoing and regular maintenance and assessments. Samsung
Smart Education provides educational institutions extensive
service with a single contact point when service and support
is needed. Regular assessments and system support help
to ensure the consistent quality of individual products and
solutions incorporated in Samsung Smart Education.

A full suite of smart devices
Samsung tablets and Smart PCs provide an intuitive, interactive
learning experience with multi-touch LCD screens and S Pens
with realistic writing functions. For teachers, Smart PCs, Note
PCs, and All-in-One (AIO) PCs are used to coordinate the learning
process and student administration from a central vantage point.
A teacher can also make lectures and class materials come to
life on Samsung’s new e-Boards and high-resolution monitors.
Accessories, such as Touch Overlay and Plug-in Module (PIM),
enable teachers to highlight the full benefits of e-Boards. Book
cover cases and hand strap cases enhance portability of devices.

Collaborate with a trustworthy leader for
digital technology and education
Samsung’s leadership in digital media and digital convergence
technologies has garnered Samsung a position as one of the
leading technology companies in the world. Learning institutions
can depend on Samsung’s technology leadership with its
expansion into the education industry.

Powerful management and sharing solutions
Samsung’s educational offering includes Samsung Smart
School, a solution that integrates Samsung GALAXY Note
10.1 with Interactive Teaching and Learning Management
features. This innovative solution helps teachers engage their
students and provide classroom management at heightened
levels of efficiency and performance. Robust Samsung Smart
Education software for managing student information and
sharing learning content is joined with a growing volume
of educational content. Using e-Boards, teachers can also
facilitate active interaction with students in the classroom.

Samsung is also committed to embracing its responsibility
to contribute to a better society through educational
corporate social responsibilities (CSR) programs such
as Samsung Hope for Children. Samsung has also been
active in implementing educational programs, such as the
Global Flagship Classroom, with schools worldwide to
bring technology into classrooms. The goal is to provide
learning opportunities to strengthen young minds and foster
creativity in children around the world through various
programs. Global Flagship Classroom has been deployed
in selected schools in 27 countries across Europe, the
Middle East, South America, North America, Africa, Asia
and Oceania. With the data collected from Global Flagship
Classroom and related research, Samsung is accumulating
knowledge to become an expert in the educational sector.

Broad spectrum infrastructure
Supporting infrastructures, such as printers, large format
displays (LFDs), system air conditioners (SACs) and
networking complete the total Smart Education package.

Samsung Smart Education provides
interactive tools that pique student interest
and motivate students to engage in the
learning experience.

In addition, Samsung has a robust third-party partnership pool
locally and globally to help build a strong educational ecosystem
by offering a virtually complete offering. This total package
includes not only hardware, but high-quality software and content.
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Equip students with the tools to foster
creativity and enthusiasm to learn.

‘User-friendly education accessories’

Samsung provides a wide range of reliable, easy-to-use
high-quality devices for Smart Education.

Samsung provides various learning support
accessories to facilitate the use of Samsung Smart
Education features.
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Samsung provides around 2,000 categories of contents
for all age groups through an open market content
platform in partnership with leading contents providers.

‘Seamlessly integrated education solution’
Smart School
MagicIWB
Interactive Teaching
Learning Management

MagicIWB, MagicIMS
MagicIMS Agent, FileViewer

Samsung not only provides an effective integrated
solution, but also various relevant solutions with
leading educational partners.

Figure 2. Samsung Smart Education offers a total, seamlessly integrated
package for enhanced learning.

Stimulate learning and enhance productivity
with advanced smart devices

rich multimedia experience that can capture and hold student
attention. In addition, a built-in media player and energyefficient LED improve image quality and functionality while
helping reduce the total cost of ownership (TCO).

At the core of the Samsung Smart Education package are
Samsung smart devices, such as tablets, Smart PCs and
e-Boards. The following devices are designed to provide a
dynamic learning experience to students to enhance their
learning experience:

Note PC
Samsung’s high-performance, light-weight notebooks
enable students to engage in learning in and out of the
classroom. The durable Samsung notebooks support vibrant
graphics and vivid sounds to deliver the full, intriguing
experience of educational contents.

Tablet
The robust and portable Samsung tablets enable students to
interact freely and take learning beyond the classroom. The
devices are slim and lightweight, but equipped with more than
sufficient performance and resolution to enable students to
access and share educational contents virtually anywhere,
anytime.

AIO PC
User-friendly Samsung AIO PCs provide students with faster
and smoother performance. The full-flat design of the devices
enables users to lay the PC all the way down so that they can
use a fully horizontal touch interface for convenience.

Smart PC

Monitor

Samsung Smart PCs provide an intuitive and interactive
learning experience for students with its multi-touch LCD
screen and lifelike writing experience using the included
digitizer pen. The smart device combines the mobility of a
tablet with the functionality of a PC to support a richer learning
experience.

Simple and slim-designed Samsung monitors deliver a
quality image in display. With the robust monitors, students
can enjoy watching the educational contents and focus on
the learning materials.

e-Board
Samsung e-Boards are smarter alternatives to the traditional
lamplit projectors used in classrooms. The e-Board displays
vivid colors with a clear and crisp contrast, optimized for a
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Provide teachers and students with
powerful interactivity features.

Manage learning and boost interactivity with
Samsung Smart School solution

Screen Monitoring
Teachers can see students’ screens in thumbnail format and
choose a student’s screen to display in a larger format on the
teacher’s e-Board. Samsung’s AllShare Cast dongle accessory
enables wireless screen sharing between the teacher’s tablet
and e-Board. The Screen Monitoring feature also enables
teachers to monitor each student’s progress or activity
and share it with the class through the teacher’s e-Board.
Teachers can use the Private Teaching function, which permits
monitoring and controlling a student’s device remotely. Also,
while sharing a screen, a teacher can assign and authorize
a presenter to write on the screen, and then instantly share
the screen with other classmates. This function encourages
student engagement and participation in the class.

The Samsung Smart School solution is a total digital education
solution that integrates Samsung smart devices with interactive
software. This innovative solution helps teachers engage their
students and provide classroom management at heightened
levels of efficiency and performance.
Samsung Smart School includes the following key features:
•

Interactive Teaching. Support in-class interactive
education using tools such as Screen Sharing and
Lock, Content Viewer, White Board and Note, Quiz and
Poll and more.

•

Learning Management. Aid teachers in course and
user management and lesson planning with uploading,
lesson planning and sharing capabilities.

Lock and Auto Launch
The Lock feature enables teachers to block screen
interactions and applications to help control non-classrelated activity. If required, the teacher can shut down
all students’ devices at one time. Using the Auto Launch
feature, teachers can activate a URL, application or
timer. Teachers can send website URLs needed for the
class directly to the students’ tablets or activate learning
applications. This feature is designed to aid teachers in
using learning resources and guiding students in class.

Smart School Interactive Teaching features
Smart School provides a dynamic student learning
experience for real-time interactions between the teacher
and fellow students. Using Samsung GALAXY Note
10.1 tablets and Interactive Teaching features, designed
to enhance teacher-to-student interaction, students
can actively participate in the learning experience.
Implementation of this solution can result in better student
engagement and improved academic performance.

Group Activity
The Group Activity feature helps encourage interactivity
and group participation among students. Included in the
Group Activity feature are Joint Work and Group Discussion
functions. Under a group leader’s guidance, an image is split
into sections on the tablet for a group activity. When the
members of the group have completed their individual parts
of the assignment, the group leader combines the parts
using the Joint Work function, then sends the assignment
to the teacher. The group leader can assign a presenter to
navigate the pages or add notes on the screen to share
among the group members or class. This method uses the
Group Discussion function and encourages group activities.

Smart School Interactive Teaching features include:

Screen Sharing
Teachers can display the content on their devices or on the
students’ devices using the Screen Sharing function. Page
synchronization on Content Viewer, real-time screen sharing,
and file transfer capabilities are available for teachers and
students.

Content Viewer
Students and teachers can share files and other class
materials using the Content Viewer function. This function
enables users to view .pptx, .docx, .pdf and .hwp
documents, as well as .jpeg, .png, .gif and .bmp images.

Figure 3. The Screen Sharing feature offers real-time screen sharing and file
transfers between teacher and students.
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Give teachers the tools to engage
students and provide efficient classroom management.

Smart School Learning Management features

Whiteboard and S Note
Teachers can display multiple pages on their e-Boards to
interact with students. The included S Pen enables teachers
and students to take private notes on their devices using
the S Note function during class. Samsung’s S Pen provides
responsive, pressure-sensitive handwriting functionality for
a realistic writing experience. In addition, the productivity
tools provided in the S Note interface transform handwriting
and drawn objects into typewritten text and perfect shapes.
The content can then be saved in .jpg or .pdf format and
exported for sharing.

Classroom management and lesson planning can be
daunting tasks for teachers. With Learning Management,
teachers can handle these functions more easily by
performing them electronically using their GALAXY Note
10.1 tablets. Smart School solution also includes valuable
tools for administrators to use in the management of school
information.
Smart School Learning Management features include:

Content Management
Teachers can share local files, photos, audio recordings,
movies, applications and URLs in Contents Library. Content
Management includes My Box for teacher-only use and
Public Box for sharing with students. Students can access
the Public Box and download learning content previously
uploaded by the teacher. In addition, teachers can centralize
and manage student test records, questions, quizzes and
polls with Quiz Bank.

Quiz and Poll
Using the Quiz and Poll function of the Interactive Teaching
feature, teachers can administer quizzes, conduct polls
and assess how well students comprehend the materials.
Quizzes can be prepared by the teacher before class and
polls can be administered during class.

User Management
Information, including names of teachers and students,
can be added, edited or deleted. Teachers can import and
export student information, attendance and grades.

Course Management
This function is designed to help schools manage the
course enrollment, class allocation and timetable scheduling
functions. Course Management helps manage multiple
courses, teachers and students, times and locations,
attendance, penalties and rewards, boards, forums, content,
quizzes and polls, reports and scores.

Figure 4. Teachers can administer quizzes or conduct polls and receive real-time
results with the Quiz and Poll feature.

Communication
A teacher and student can communicate with the Messaging
function. Students can ask questions or send their opinions
to the teacher. The Messaging function also includes the
Board and Forum function. Teachers can use this function
to create a forum on each class subject where students can
discuss and share ideas with each other.

Time Management
Teachers can preset timetable roll calls before a class
begins. Time Awareness function then opens a scheduled
class according to the timetable. Teachers can also open
temporary classes, which are independent of the timetable.

Notice Board
Teachers can share public announcements about the school
with the Notice Board function. Announcements are shown
on the main screen when students log in on their devices.
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Build a productive classroom
environment with interactive
technology and rich content.

Facilitate interactivity in the classroom with
MagicIWB (Interactive White Board) solution

MagicIMS (Interactive Management Solution)
This element connects teachers’ and students’ or
presenters’ and attendees’ devices to encourage interactive
communication. Parties can share files and other materials,
and teachers or presenters can control participants’ devices
during classes and presentations.

Samsung MagicIWB (Interactive White Board) solution helps
facilitators deliver rich content in a dynamic new way that
engages participants to interact. The solution also enables
teachers to use creative, collaborative methods to present
and distribute information. Samsung’s large 65-inch and 75inch LED IWB displays with touchscreen technology deliver
higher readability with greater brightness and full high
definition (FHD) quality. The IWB displays also provide cost
benefits from reduced maintenance and a longer life span
compared to traditional projectors.

MagicIMS Agent
MagicIMS Agent provides touch-sensitive optical
technology, enabling interaction between the electronic
whiteboard and attendees’ PCs or tablets. Combined with
MagicIWB software, this element permits the presenter to
access PowerPoint presentations, videos and more with the
touch of a finger.

The complete MagicIWB (Interactive White Board) solution
consists of the following elements:

FileViewer
The IWB FileViewer program enables reading and printing of
documents created on the IWB.

MagicIWB (Interactive White Board)
MagicIWB (Interactive White Board) is powerful software
that provides simplified, direct access to e-books, CDs,
videos, animations, images, Microsoft® PowerPoint®
presentations and Internet content.

Access rich content for learning from leading
educational content providers on Learning Hub
Extensive content support can be stored and accessed
through the Samsung Learning Hub. Approximately 2,000
categories of content, geared to a range of age groups, can
be accessed through an open-market content platform.
Content includes 6,000 textbooks and videos provided
by 30 major domestic and international education service
providers. Students and teachers can access the abundant
content on their devices from any location, enhancing the
learning experience.

Figure 5. Teachers can present and share class materials with powerful interactive MagicIWB.
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Provide students with a dynamic
learning experience anywhere, anytime.

Take learning beyond the classroom with
mobile education devices and solutions

Connect seamlessly in an integrated smart
facility

Using Samsung’s mobile devices and solutions, teachers
can continue their lessons outside the classroom
environment for a more dynamic learning experience. With
enhanced mobility and access to the Internet, students
have the flexibility to search for materials they need for
study virtually anytime and anywhere. Students do not need
to wait for the next class or meet with teachers to ask for
lesson material.

Samsung Smart Education provides virtually seamless
communication throughout the teaching facility. With
Samsung’s broad spectrum of devices, solutions, and
network infrastructure, schools can provide a secure and
stable network environment for students and faculty, helping
to ensure smooth connectivity nearly anywhere in the facility.
The digital integration provided by Smart Education
enhances the learning environment in areas such as:

By using mobile devices and accessing content outside
the classroom, students can be provided with a live and
dynamic experience. For example, students can take digital
devices into the outdoor classroom and capture images of
flowers using the camera function. Then they can directly
access materials on the Internet to learn more about the
features of flowers. They can even write and draw flowers
on their tablets’ display screens using the S Pen. With
Samsung Smart Education, students can learn by taking a
hands-on approach to integrating subjects in an outdoor
classroom.
Samsung mobile devices, such as tablets, Smart PCs
and Note PCs, provide remote access to lessons and
reference materials, encouraging student self-motivation
and independent learning. Students can also submit their
homework and other assignments remotely. Mobile features
provide flexibility and equal educational opportunity for
students who live far from school, are disabled or have other
reasons that inhibit classroom attendance. These students
can more easily obtain the same class materials and reap
the same benefits as students in the physical classroom
environment.
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•

Classrooms. Students can actively engage in
interactive learning with smart education tools.

•

Common use area. Students and faculty can view
notifications and schedule announcements.

•

Dormitory. Students can continue their individual study
away from the classroom with access to the same
educational content.

•

Multimedia room. Students can enjoy a dynamic
learning experience with rich multimedia.

•

Teachers’ lounge. Teachers can prepare lesson
materials with greater ease.

Engage students in learning with
Samsung Smart Education

Create a smart and convenient school
environment with a seamless, cost-efficient
infrastructure

Motivate students to learn with creative,
interactive teaching tools that engage them in
the education process

Samsung’s fast and cost-effective digital printing solution
enables students and faculty to more easily print documents
and other materials, even on the move. Digital signage
products help deliver school communications more easily
by delivering and managing content.

Samsung Smart Education is a total package that creates a
dynamic learning environment through student interaction.
Using intuitive mobile devices and robust software tailored
to the education industry, Samsung Smart Education helps
take learning to a new level. The educational offering fosters
enthusiastic student participation and creates an effective
and fun, interactive learning environment inside or outside
the classroom.

Samsung Smart Education energy-efficient system
air conditioners help schools reduce energy costs
while conserving the environment. Samsung’s network
infrastructure provides schools with a more secure, stable
network environment for students and faculty, helping to
ensure smooth connections virtually anywhere in the facility.

In addition, printers, LFDs, air conditioners and network
infrastructure systems are available as part of the total
package to complete the Smart Education environment.
Educators report that implementing Samsung Smart
Education increases student concentration and interest
in lessons. It also enriches communication among
students, teachers and fellow classmates. Students
learn and retain more information because of hands-on
participation, and discover new levels of creative potential
otherwise overlooked in traditional teacher-centric learning
environments.

“We now have an interesting learning
environment for tech-savvy kids and can
help students in different levels in classroom
and independent learning activities. I hope
other schools will also adopt Smart School
for maximum learning efficiency.”
Sunok Namgung, Principal,
Gyeseong Elementary School
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Samsung Smart Education

Samsung Smart Education Portfolio
Device
Tablet

Note PC

Light-weight, high-power mobile PC enabling users
to access and share educational content anywhere,
anytime

High-performance, light-weight notebook enabling
students to engage in learning in and out of the
classroom

Smart PC

AIO (All-in-One)

A smart device combining tablet mobility and PC
functionality for expanding educational opportunities

A convenient and cost-effective display combined
with PC functionality, providing robust information to
students

e-Board

Monitor

Interactive touchscreen combining the simplicity of
whiteboard with the power of a computer for increased
student particiation and better visual presentation

A narrow bezel monitor with a slim and practical design
for displaying educational contents in vivid image
quality

Accessories
Keyboard dock FOR Tablet

Touch overlay FOR e-Board

Dock designed for tablets to be placed at a suitable
angle for convenient typing

Light-weight, high-power mobile PC enabling users
to access and share educational contents anywhere
anytime

Book cover case FOR Smart PCs

PIM (Plug-in Module) FOR e-Board

Sleek and simply designed cover for Smart PCs

A set-back box designed for large format-displays,
enabling PC functionality

Hand strap case FOR Smart PCs
Protection case for Smart PCs with enhanced
portability

Solution
Smart School solution

MagicIWB

Total digital education solution providing an interactive
and collaborative learning environment encouraging
students to become active participants in the classroom
and a learning management aiding teachers in lesson
planning and administration

Powerful communication tool enabling teachers engage
and interact with students to increase participation,
while enhancing learning and information-sharing
experience.

Content
Learning Hub
Educational platform enabling teachers and students to access various content
provided by leading education service partners

Infrastructure
Printer

System Air Conditioner

Fast and cost-effective digital printing solution for
a seamless flow of educational information

Durable, energy-efficient system air conditioners for
educational facilities

LFD (Large Format Display)

Network infrastructure

Digital signage products for efficient
scale-dynamic communication in schools

Secure and stable network for a smooth
device interaction and efficient communication
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Samsung Smart Education

Samsung Smart Education Portfolio Detail
Category
Device

Sub Category

Product Name

Model Name

Tablet

Samsung GALAXY Note 10.1

GT-N8000

Smart PC

Samsung ATIV Smart PC Pro

700T1C

Samsung ATIV Smart PC

500T1C

e-Board

Samsung ME Series

ME75B

Note PC

Samsung Notebook Series 5 ULTRA Touch

540U3C

AIO (All-in-One)

Samsung All-in-One PC Series 7

700A7D

Monitor

Samsung Business Monitor SC200

S22C200B

Accessory: Tablet

Keyboard Dock

EKD-K14

Accessory: Smart PC

Book Cover Case

AA-BK1NCUB

ME65B

Accessories

AA-BK0NCUS
Hand Strap Case

AA-BR1N11B
AA-BR0N11B

Accessory: e-Board

Touch Overlay

CY-TM65 (for ME65B)
CY-TM75 (for ME75B)

Solution

Samsung Smart School solution

MagicIWB (Interactive White Board)
solution

Content

Samsung Learning Hub

Infrastructure

Printer

PIM (Plug-in-Module PC option)

PIM-BQ7P

Interactive Teaching

-

Learning Management

-

MagicIWB (Interactive White Board)

-

MagicIMS (Interactive Management Solution)

-

MagicIMS Agent

-

FileViewer

-

Printer

CLP-365W

Multifunction Printer

CLX-4195FW
CLX-8650ND

Large Format Display (LFD)

System Air Conditioner (SAC)

A3 Multifunction Printer

CLX-9301NA

UD Series

UD55A

ME Series

ME46B

DVMS

AM080FXVAGH/EU
AM140FXVAGH/EU

Network infrastructure

4 Way Cassete S

ND1404HXEA

ERV (Energy Recovery Ventilation)

RHF100EE

AP (Access Point)

WEA302i
WEA303i,WEA303e

WLAN Controller

WEC8500

WLAN Manager

Wireless Enterprise WLAN Manager (WEM)

L2 Switches

iES4028FP
iES4028F
iES4024GP
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Legal and additional information

About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. is a global leader in
semiconductor, telecommunication, digital media and digital
convergence technologies with 2011 consolidated sales of
US$143.1 billion. Employing approximately 206,000 people in
197 offices across 72 countries, the company operates two
separate organizations to coordinate its nine independent
business units: Digital Media & Communications, comprising
Visual Display, Mobile Communications, Telecommunication
Systems, Digital Appliances, IT Solutions, and Digital Imaging;
and Device Solutions, consisting of Memory, System LSI
and LED. Recognized for its industry-leading performance
across a range of economic, environmental and social criteria,
Samsung Electronics was named the world’s most sustainable
technology company in the 2011 Dow Jones Sustainability
Index. For more information, please visit www.samsung.com.

Copyright © 2012 Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. All rights reserved. Samsung
is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. Specifications
and designs are subject to change without notice. Non-metric weights and
measurements are approximate. All data were deemed correct at time of
creation. Samsung is not liable for errors or omissions. All brand, product,
service names and logos are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of
their respective owners and are hereby recognized and acknowledged.
Adobe and Flash are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe
Systems Incorporated in the United States, and/or other countries.
Microsoft and Microsoft PowerPoint are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation
in the United States, other countries, or both.
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
416, Maetan 3-dong,
Yeongtong-gu
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do 443-772,
Korea

For more information

www.samsung.com

For more information about the Samsung Smart Education,
visit www.samsung.com/b2b.
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